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Everything needs a code; whether to comply with legislation, enhance your 
operational performance, embed your company’s brand or simply to provide 
information. Domino’s focus is to enable a diverse spread of market sectors 
to code what they need to, in the way they want to.

Our ever growing range of technologies makes it possible to code and mark 
products at every stage: directly onto products, or on primary, secondary or 
tertiary packaging.

In the range you’ll find solutions that give you a choice of outputs based on 
what and where you want your codes to appear.

The samples in this brochure provide a quick overview of print capability. 
For more information speak to your local Domino representative who will 
be happy to advise you.

Product and packaging coding solutions

Standard font
Domino ink jets print high quality, high definition codes on a range of substrates.



Pinpoint™
Micro-printing with Pinpoint™ produces very fine characters – as small as 0.8mm – at up to 309 metres per minute 
and 15 characters per inch, giving you high quality at high speed.

Advanced fluids
Domino research and development creates inks and fluids to suit every coding requirement in a wide range of colours.



Special characters and freeform
If you need to cater for global markets our software lets you print international character sets and print 
orientations, giving you the flexibility you need.

Machine readable codes and other graphics
Machine readable codes including bar codes and 2D codes make automated tracking easier. Our printers even enable you 
to print these alongside human readable codes.

When paired with the capability to print graphics you can make codes part of the packaging design, enhancing your brand.



A-Series duo twin jet
High speed and high volume ink jet printing enables you to print multiple lines of text. 

Thermal ink jet
Our thermal ink jet produces a 600dpi high quality output at up to 300 metres per minute.

You can produce I and 2D codes, text and graphics on porous and non-porous substrates when used 
with Domino’s fast drying inks.  



Thermal transfer overprint
Thermal transfer overprint systems print clear, durable text and graphics onto flexible packaging.

Print information and variable codes (including bar codes and graphics) on most flexible packaging 
materials including polypropylene, coated aluminium, papers, labels and Tyvek.

Print resolution is 300dpi and the print area ranges from single character to 128mm x 1000mm.

Thermal transfer overprint – ribbon
Alternative ribbons introduce a wide range of colours, so you can choose the best one to complement 
the substrate and packaging design.



Scribing laser
Our scribing lasers give you a choice of power outputs, so you can select the most appropriate one for your  
specific application. 

The output of the scribing laser is the highest quality. You can mark more elegantly serial numbers, batch codes, bar 
codes, 2D data matrix codes, real-time numbers, logos, graphics, or more complicated European and Asian characters.



Large character high quality with graphics
Bar codes, logos and graphic messages can be printed up to 70mm high, providing you with real impact and flexibility.

Large character standard alphanumeric
Domino’s large character ink jet codes are designed to meet all your outer case coding needs. Our 
technologies allow a diversity of large character codes to be printed, from standard alphanumeric on 
demand to digital, high definition solutions. 



Print and apply labelling
Domino printers can print and apply a label with Blow, Tamp, Tamp-Blow or Wipe label applications.  
These are all available with left and right hand configuration to increase versatility.



Pallet labelling
Our range of industrial print-and-apply pallet labellers using single or multi-stop 
applicators ensure clarity and durability.





Distributor

Subsidiary

Our people share a distinctive attitude based on seeing new horizons.

It appeals to the belief we all have in the possibilities of curious exploration, or 
going further.

Our approach is apparent in the resourcefulness of our people in supporting 
customers, and in their willingness to embrace responsibility and do what’s right.

The result is a company that delivers customer solutions that are better because 
they are more innovative at the customer interface and create more possibilities 
for you.

In everything, Domino do more.

Domino is all about ‘doing more’.
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